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Reports made by mini-rapporteurs and individual contributors are

assembled below as a report of the parallel session A5E, "Hadroa

Spectroseqpy, Experimental", "t is clear, from the contributions made

to this session, that there has been steady progress in solving the

problem of the hadron spectroscopy of the old style, the picture on the

sealer mesons has become clearer. Among the vector meson group, we

started to understand Q mesons, though the situation with A1 is still not

clear. Mesons with higher spin have been found and, in some cases, con-

firmed . In a sense, the jigsaw puzzle on the mesons are gradually corn-

pleating while finding more complex features. The same can be said on

the baryons.

Aa active study is in progress in the experiment on the exotic

states such as narrow baryonium and dibaryon states. However, owing to

the difficulty of such experiments and interpretation ox the data, a

definitive result is yet' to come.
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t, Baryon-Antibaryon System

Following the observation In 1977 of a narrow resonant state in pp

system, active searches for such states is Baryon-Antibaryon system were

made. J.C. Six fOrsay) summarized many contributions on the results of

these searches. Many resonances, wide or narrow, seem to appear in the

Baryon-Antibaryon system. However, reflecting the difficulties in these

experiments, most of the results are with limited statistical significance.

1. Wide Baryon-Antibaryon Resonances

For the wide resonances, only one result has been given at this
2

conference. This comes from an analysis of the ft-spectrometer data for

the reaction ir"p -»• (pp)- ̂ ^ ,n at 10 and 16 GeV/c. This reaction seems

to be dominated by a ir exchange (OFE model) and thus a partial wave analy-

sis is'made for the reaction ir~ir •+ pp. An earlier analysis by Carter

et al. on the reaction pp •*> ff ir" gave wide states 3~ (2.15 GeV), 4

(2.31 GeV) and 5~ (2.48 GeV). These states are insufficient to explain

the data, in particular in the low mass region where the analysis of Carter

was insensitive. The data can be fitted with one additional resonance

(1~, M - 1.950 ± .002 GeV, r • .240 ± .02 GeV). A better solution is found

with two additional resonances (1~, M - 1.920 ± .002 GeV, r • .192 * .02

GeV; 2+, M - 2.020 ± .004 GeV, T « .160 ± .03 GeV). The complexity of

this sort of analysis requires further confirmation.
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2. Harrow Baryon-Antibaryon Resonances

For cbe narrow resonances, some new results are given at this

conference.

A measurement of the pp total cross section in a bubble chamber

4 5

experiment similar to that of Chaloupka et al. confirms the existence

of the S(1935) as a narrow resonance. This experiment gives M » 193S.6 \

MeV and T • 2.8 ± 1.0 MeV, by fitting a Breit-Wigner formula plus a smooth

background to the experimental data (Fig. 1).

For the two narrow states (M •> 2.020 and 2.204 GeV) found in the

baryon exchange reaction rr~p -*• A 0 [or N (1520)] + M (->•??), some indica-

tions have been given at this conference. An experiment" with the SLAC

hybrid bubble chamber found a two standard deviation effect in the mass

region of 2.2 CeV in the baryon exchange part of the reaction v p •*• pir (pp).

A narrow enhancement at 2207 MeV has been also announced in the K K~ir~ mode

as a five standard deviation effect in the reaction pp •*• IT (K K~ir~). This

experiment was performed by the BNL Multiparticle Spectrometer at 6 and 8 GeV/c.
A peak (three standard deviation) attributed to the resonance at 2020 MeV has

-• 8
been seen in the reaction ep •* ep(pp). The baryon exchange reaction

Tr~p-* &° [or N°(1520)] + M°, seen in earlier experiment, seems to be

a
cominated by a nucleon exchange, mechanism rather than a A exchange one.

This result reinforces the problem that these resonances at 2020 and 2204 MeV

are not seen in pp formation experiments.

A narrow resonance at 2.95 GeV was found earlier in the reaction

ir "p -*• M~p (M~ * ppir~). The same experiment with the n-spectrometer has

been repeated with higher statistics. A preliminary result seems to be in

contradiction with the earlier experiment, but no result has been given at

this conference. A number of new candidates, produced in non-baryon exchange

reactions, have been presented at this conference:
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a. a pp state6 at M » 1954 ± 5 MeV with r <. 10 MeV in the

reaction f p + (PP)f JP"1 at 11.5 GeV/c with a cross section a -

300 ± 60 nb. The peak (Fig. 2) is at ̂  4 standard deviations level

(Figs. 2c and d).

b. a AA state12 at M - 3430 ± 20 MeV with r < 45 MeV in the

reaction ir"p •*- OVA). .n at 40 GeV/c. The peak is given as signal/

background - 1/24, but the result is with limited statistics and also

there is some uncertainty in the extrapolation from the low mass spectrum

of the AA system.

c. A Apir+ state13 at M - 2461 ± 5 MeV with I* < 5 MeV in ths

reaction K p * (Apir ) f _.arJ
n at 12 GeV/c with a cross section a ^ 120 nb.

The significance of this peak is * 4.5 standard deviations (Fig. 3).

Clearly this state is exotic ( Q « 2 and S • 1), and furthermore its

production in the forward direction needs an exotic exchange of the type

qqqq, if one assumes an exchange mechanism.

These new states are to be confirmed by other experiments but may be

considered as prospective candidates.

In regard to the experimental study of the Baryon-Antibaryon system,

0.0. Dalkarov (ITEP) offered the following short comments and theoretical

predictions.

Further studies of tha Y-sp«ctrum in pp and pd annihilation in liquid

and gaseous targets seen to be essential. The spectrum in pp annihilation

14 15

should contain more than three lines as observed earlier. The Y-spectrum

from the annihilation of p stopped la the deuterium target should be more

complicated than that from pp annihilation; in particular, y-transitions
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from the states of the pd atom to qtiasinulcear three-particle 2NN states,

whose existence is predicted by the theory, can exist.

The theory predicts fast growth of the annihilation cross section when

the BB threshold is being approaches, i.e. a strong deviation from the 1/v

law. The energy dependence of the annihilation cross section is determined

by the enhancement factor |<(t (0)| and should be similar for various

annihilation channels, i.e. for pp •* hadrons and pp •+• leptons. Such

experiments are relizable with cooled slow antiprotons.

The production experiments with ir, K, p and p beams seem to be important

to study not only NN systems but also the quasinudei YB(YB) and YY. The

theory predicts the existence of the spectrum of exotic states, e.g.

ZN (isospin I « 3/2) and Sf(I - 2).

The study of e e~ annihilation into hadrons and measurement of the

baryon electromagnetic form factor in time-like region near each of 3B

- threshold may provide an essential information on the baryon-antibaryon forces

and quasinudear baryonium states.'

The quasinudear baryon 2BB must predominantly decay via the channel:

(2BB) -•• B + (4^5) mesons. Other channels (if they are not energy forbidden)

are (2BB) •*• (BB) + B or B + B + B, where (BB) is the baryonium quasinudear

state. Similarly, the many-meson 0^8^10) mode should dominate in the decay

of 2B2B quasinudear boson. The following decay schemes: C.B2B) -*• B + B +

(4*5) mesons, B + 5 + (BB) or (BB) + (BB) should not be suppressed for

some structure reasons. The 2BB and 2B2B quasinudear systems shodd be

searches for in production experiments with nuclear targets, i.e. in P + Be *

X + ... where X = 2NN or 2N2N. The production cross sections must be

considerably higher (due to strong coupling) than the yields of d and t

antinudei measured in an FNAL experiment at 400 GeV/c-
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II. Mesons: Scalar Nonet and irir Amplitudes

It is important to understand the uncharmed scalar mesons (J » 0 )

if one wishes to examine the spin-dependent quark-quark force. The experiments

are difficult, the analysis complicated, and the pertinent theory can be

extremely subtle. There has nevertheless, been a great deal of recent activity

' In this area. The contributions to this conference on the experimental results

on the scalar nonet and TTIT scattering amplitude were summarized by V.?. Kenney

(Notre Dame University/ANL).

1. Amplitude Analysis of TT~P •+• nK°K°

The K X system: T - even , 1 • 0 or 1 is attractively simple.
3 S

In a streamer chamber experiment at ANL with a neutral trigger, evidence

was found for a new S-wave state at ̂  1300 MeV. The amplitude analysis showed

(Fig. 4) the S-wave intensity above the S suggestive of a resonance on a

falling background. With [$_ -<fr_| determined from the amplitude analysis,
and$ Q determined from an £-f interference fit, two ambiguous solutions are

obtained for$ s as a. function of M _ (Fig. 5), one showing rapid variation

and one a slower variation around 1300 MeV.

Tha I-spin of this S-wave resonance cannot be determined unambiguously

in this single experiment The authors favored I » 1 on the basis of (a) the

steepness of the t-dependence, steeper than expected from OPE; (b) $ s is 90°

out of phase with $ n (the D-wave f meson is OPE-produced) in either solution

of Fig. 5.

2. Amplitude Analysis af ir"p -»• K~K n and 7r~n •> K~K p

Since A(ir"p •*• K'K^n) • AQ + Â ,̂ while A(ir"n •*• K°K+p) - A - A , the

I • 0 and I • 1 amplitudes can In principle be separated out. The K~K
_PC 11 —«,systems: T " 0 or odd , I • 0 or 1, is complex. For each reaction
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there are two solutions for the amplitude magnitude, each of which has two

phase solutions; 8 solutions in all. The solutions differ markedly as

regards the behavior of [ SQ|
 2 and | S j 2 above M ^ ^ 1200 MeV (Fig. 6, Table I ) . 1 8

The authors favor solution Ib for reasons of simplicity, smoothness, consistency

with OPE, and extrapolation ts the pion pole. This solution places the 1300 MeV

S-wave enhancement in the I - 0 state, otherwi.se consistent with the "broad

resonance solution" of the K°K° study. Note that this S '(1300) is distinct
3 S

from the e meson, which by SU(3) consideration should be predominantly elastic

in the TTir channel, with negligible branching to KK.

A consistent picture can be drawn of a scalar nonet with masses S (990),

S*'(1300), 5(970), K(U00?), giving a mixing angle 8 - 41°. The ratio (g™ )/

- S '
(g * ) is then 0.44"1"!"?!!. consistent with what is observed experimentally,19

el -w.xy

e.g. the 1300 MeV S-wave state couples only weakly to irir.

3. New Data and Further Analyses of the KK System

A CERN collaboration studying ir"p •*• K~K°p ( 1 * 1 uniquely for

K~K ) has recently presented evidence for an I • 1 S-wave enhancement at
3

M _ <v 1300 MeV.20 A further analysis of K°K° data for 0.2 < t < 0.5 (GeV/c)2

shows (Fig. 7) at higher t the 1300 MeV enhancement does not decrease as
* 17

expected for an I • 0 OPE-produced object, in contrast to the S . We are

therefore faced with the real possibility of•two S-wave enhancements in the 1300

MeV region, one 1 * 0 and one I • 1.

Theoretical speculation as to the possibility of additional nonet

21
structure goes back to Bose and Sudarshan, and has revived with ideas drawn

22 23 - — —
from "glueballs" and the MIT "bag model". Jaffe has suggested qq and qqqq

scalar as shown in Table II.
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4. Partial Wave Analyses

What can partial-wave analyses tell us about the possibility of two

++ 24

distinct low-lying 0 nonets? The CERN-Munich collaboration include

polarized target Information in a new analysis of the * *" system, allowing

all J , I to be complex. The polarization information is useful in choosing

from among 16 possible solutions; some ambiguities remain. The S-wave

intensity (Fig. 8) shows a ma-rimm as 800 MeV, an ambiguity in the region

800-900 MeV and dip at 1000 MeV, and a broad bump above 1200 MeV abruptly

terminating at 1500 MeV. The transversity amplitudes favor a broad e(1200)

and a narrow S (993); an e(SOO) is allowed by the "up solution" ambiguity.

- + 25
Amplitude analysis of IT IT data from the Omega Spectrometer yield similar

— 26

results (Fig. 9). In an analysis of TIT, irK, and KK data, F. Sstabrooks

favors s(800), S*(1005) and e'(1540) and allows 6(980) and possibly 5'(1300)

as candidates for 4-quark bound states. A major problem is that the Kir partial

waves appear to allow only one strange scalar meson, a £(1510).

5. New Experiments on ir~p *• ff°ir n and IT p -»• ir°ir A .

The IT v system: J • even , I • 0 is particularly simple even .

though the relevent experiments are difficult. Studying ir~p •»• 7r°ir°n at 6, 8,
27

and 12 GeV/c, present new data which exclude certain of the ambiguous
solutions in the previous analyses. Acceptance in cos 6 is very good for

M < 1 GeV; the problem of detecting soft Y'S reduce detection efficiency
inr : .

28
at large cos 9 at high M . A new experiment from Notre Dame/Argonne uses

I j
a forward PWC-lead glass shower detector and a streamer chamber as a A vertex

detectpr to study ir p •*• it it A . The mass recoiling from A is shown in

Fig. 10. One hopes that such an experiment will resolve ambiguities in partial

wava analyses above 1400 MeV and clarify the S-wave 1300 MeV enhancement

situation.
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III. Non-Strange Meson Resonances

A review of thirteen papers contributed to this conference on non-

strange meson states in addition to those covered in Section II was made

by D.H. Miller (Purdue University). The papers reviewed here fall into

the topics below.

1. New results on the D, E, and A.

A definitive measurement" of the IJP of the D meson has been made

using the reaction

ir~p •+• r\it ir~n at 8.45 GeV/c

* YY

observed in the charged and neutral spectrometer at the ZGS. The data

showing D ->• -mrn is shown in Fig. lla, which also contains * 202 background

coming from non n events. The mass of the D is found to be 1276 ± 3 MeV

with a r ̂  15 * 30 MeV and a production cross section of 5 ub. The D is

observed to decay dominantly to Sir (5 •*• TTTI at M • 980 MeV). This is consistent

with previous results on the 0. The authors have completed a preliminary

phase shift analysis of the TTTTH system and make the unambiguous determination that

the IJP of the D is 01 . The 01 wave has a resonant shape and the phase

relative to the 11 wave varies over ISO4 passing through 90° at the D meson.

In addition, they have found strong evidence for a new state in the 00~ <5IT wave at

M <v 1260 MeV and r t> 100 MeV. Once again the shape and phase variation are

consistent with a resonant interpretation. The contribution of each partial

wave is shown in Fig. lib and the new state corresponds to almost half of the

"D" signal in the raw mass plot. The authors have also determined the

differential cross section for D and B O TT0IO°) production and find da/dt «

e with no turnover in the forward direction which would be expected from

30A. exchange. It should be noted, however, that this result was obtained
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prior to the phase shift analysis and, therefore, includes the sizeable 0"

enhancement in the D region. Since it is unlikely that A- exchange would

contribute to the 0~ production this could account for not finding a dip

in the forward direction. It is clear that if the 0~ signal persists with

further analysis that extraction of the cross section and branching ratios

is rather difficult and that comparison with previously published data

rather complicated.

31 -

A second paper also presents results on the D and the E in ir p

interactions at 12 and 15 GeV/c using the Omega Spectrometer at CERN with

a neutron trigger.

They observe D •* ir<S -» i n m , D •+• (KKi r ) °

E - * (KE1:)0

Jp » 1 is favored for the D and production cross sections observed are

a D - 8 ± 2 ub at 12 GeV and 4 ± 1 ub at IS GeV/c with da/dt « e
( 3* 3 * t7)t.

For the E, the average cross section for ir~p •*• En, E •*• KKir is 'v 1.8 ± .7 ub.
32

The D and the E have also been observed in another experiment in
the reaction ff~p -*• K"K°ir~a at 3.9 GeV/c. This data i s from a 60 event/lib

3

bubble chamber experiment and it provides the cleanest E signal observed to

date (see Fig. 12).

They find

Mp - 1283 ± 3 MeV r - 24 ± 12 MeV o^ - 3 ± 1 ub

Mg « 1431 ± 3 MeV r - 26 ± 8 MeV a£ • 6 ± 1.5 ub

Neither the 0 or E are observed in (KKIT)~ and hence I • 0 is probable.

The observation of the E is particularly important since most data on the

E has com* from pp annihilations where the physical and combinatorial

backgrounds have made analysis very difficult.
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The final result in this section concerns the A.. It has been specu-

lated that the A, might couple strongly to KK causing a threshold

enhancement in that system. A preliminary result from ir p -*• pK K~ir at

3413 GeV/c using the SLAC Hybrid Facility indicates that the theory is a

35
poor fit to the observed mass spectrum. This is shown in Fig. 13. This

result is consistent with accumulating evidence from 3ir phase shifts and

T decay that the A, lies quite far below K K threshold.

2. High Mass KK

The Jp - 4 state previously observed^ in ir~p -*• K?K°p at 10 GeV/c

has been also observed in ir p •*• K K°p at 50 GeV/c, confirming the existence

of 7. • l", Jp » 4 meson resonance at ~ 1950 MeV with a width of ^ 200 MeV.

The parameters and variation of the moments are very similar in the two

experiments.

A new observation is of a K+K~ state at M » 2.216**g3° GeV, r »

,281_*100 GeV in the reaction ir~p *• K*V*n at 10 GeV/c using the Omega

38 -r
Spectrometer. In addition, the 4 enhancement is clearly seen with M «

1.982 ± .009 GeV, T • .118*' ZZQ GeV- This enhancement is probably a mix-

ture of the 1 * 0 and I • 1 states observed by other authors. The mass

spectrum is shown in Fig. 14. Although no strong variation is seen in the

moments the new 3tate lies where the 5~ Regge recurrence is expected.

3. Phase Shift Analyses

There were three contributions concerning phase shift analyses. The

first is from the reaction ff+p •*• A"H*Tr+ir~ir° at 16 GeV/c39 using 4904 events

in the 3ir mass range 1 - 2 GeV and t' < 8 GeV /c . Two clear resonant

structures were observed, the A 2 M » 1330 ± 9 MeV and T • 142 ± 23 MeV and

the u* with M * 1714 ± 26 and r - 216 ± 98 MeV. About 5QZ of the A2 and u*
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proceeds via natural spin parity exchange. No evidence for resonant

behavior of the A- or A, was found. This result is consistent with other

analysis of charge exchange reactions. A second contribution concerns

the reaction IT p -f K K~ir" at 10 GeV/c. This is data from the n spectro-

meter and consists of 30309 events with a forward K~. The data with a

forward K will be available shortly. A strong threshold enhancement is

observed in the 1 KK and 2~(f/A2)ir systems, but the prelimianry analysis

does not yield any unambiguous resonant behavior in any phase.

Finally the reaction ir~p -»• m m has been studied at 25 and 40 GeV/c.

This data is dominated by the A.. A preliminary analysis indicates that a

broad S-wave is necessary to fit the data in the region 1080 •+• 1440 MeV.

4. The I Meson

Results were submitted to this conference on a search for the I meson

— 42

in pp -* 6 prong + vee. These results which are published do not find any

evidence for a peak in K3rr at 2.6 GeV which is a 2 standard deviation

disagreement with the original observation.

5. Multiparticle Reactions

High statistics experiments are leading to much more detailed analysis
— + — —

of multiparticle final states. The reaction n p •*• pw ir v at 13 GeV/c has
been studied using prism plot techniques to separate the contribution

of all competing resonant channels. These results are shown in Table III.

pnA second result concerns the reaction pn •*• n T'TT'IT0 at 0.4 •+• 0.9 GeV/c

where 9 separate reactions are found necessary to fit the data. The only

anomaly is found in the it ir~ir~ mass distribution which exhibits a broad

enhancement in the mass range around 1.1 GeV. The IT IT'TT system shows no

such enhancement. This effect, although reminiscent of the A. behavior
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in direct production is not understood ia the context of sn annihilation

process.

These results do show that significant progress is being made on

understanding "old meson spectroscopy." The 0 meson properties are now

fully determined and the existence of the E is no longer in question. The

expected Regge recurrences are 'appearing as expected with states up to 5~

being observed. In addition, much detailed information is available on

reactions mechanisms and particular final states. It is also clear that

many more new results will be forthcoming from these and other experiments.
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17. Recent Results from ACNO Collaboration on Meson and Baryon Spectroscopy

Amsterdam-CERN-Nijmegen-Oxford Collaboration made nine contributions

of new experimental results on meson and baryon spectroscopy to this session.

The data are from their high statistics (133 ev/ub) bubble chamber K*p

experiment at 4.2 GeV/c. M. Mazzucato (CESS) was invited to present the

contributions to this session.

The topics discussed here were:

- The SU(3) implications of the observation of the A, and C and of that of

the B and D in reactions corresponding to baryon exchange.

- The observation of a possible narrow width ? resonance at a mass of

2.58 GeV decaying into 2KK.

- The observation of a new s. at ZK threshold.

Only a brief summary of the following three papers on hadron spectroscopy

submitted at this conference by the ACNO Collaboration was given:

- The production and decay properties of the D(1285).

- The partial wave and isospin analysis of the (Kinr)~ systems in the Q-region.

- A new Z at a mass of 1550 MeV decaying Into Air and Sir.

45
1. SU(3) Implications of the Observation of the A. and C Mesons

The search for backward production of axial vector mesons has been

completed giving evidence for the B(1235), A1(1040), C/Q1(128C) and

4fi—49 *
D(1280). The processes studied were of the type

K , A
Z"

C/QX
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The recently found evidence for the B(1235) and 0(1280) with production

properties similar to those of the A. and C/Q. has given more significance

to our observation of the controversial A. and C/Q.. For these, the fol-

lowing Breit-Wigner parameters were obtained:

A ^ M - (1041 ± 13) MeV ?T0T • (230 ± 50) MeV

r • r
pir *TOT

M - (1275 ± 10) MeV r T Q T - (75 ± 15) MeV

M _ - (57 ± 14) MeV P * - (14 ± 11) MeV

r _ • (4 ± 4) MeV

Full information on these resonances can be found in the recently

46—49published papers and will not be discussed here.

We will concentrate instead on an attempt to relate the decay

parameters of the A, and C/Q. with the B parameters using SU(3) and the

same Q. - Q_ mixing model employed to interpret the diffractive Q. - Q-

data and described in Ref. 50.

The first assumption we do to relate the S-wave decays of the axial

mesons into a vector and a pseudoscalar is to consider C/Q. and Q~ - the

physically observed states - as a mixture of the AD(3) states Q. - QB»

IQ^ - coseQ |QA> + sin9Q |QB>

|Q2> - - sineQ |QA> + cos8Q |QB>

9. being the mixing angle of the Q's.

Secondly, we assume that the decay parameters of the resonances

obtained by simple B.W. fits are not far from the pole position. Thirdly,

the partial decay widths r. are assumed to be related to the reduced

coupling y. obeying exact SO(3) by the formula

1 M2 Y± *
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M is the mass of the axial meson. <q.>> the phase-space factor, has

been defined in the SLAC analysis as

/dm q.(m,M) BWv(m)

" V " /dm BWy(m) • (i)

where the integral in the numerator is over all values of m which allow

physical momenta, i.e. q.(m,M) >. 0, while the denominator is over the whole

undistorted B.W. shape of the daughter vector meson resonance.

We stress that in the specific case of C/Q1 decay in which the threshold

of the decay occurs within the width of the parent resonance there is some

arbitrariness in the choice of such a factor and this introduces ambiguities

in the analysis.

The five experimental ceuplings r(.A^ -»• pir), YCC/QJ -»• PK), YCC/QJ -*• K ir)v

y(C/Q. -> wK), y(B •*• uir), deduced using the above definition for the phase

space factor, have been fitted to their SU(3) expressions. These are

function of 3 parameters: g. and g_, the two SU(3) coupling constants

between Che axial, the vector and pseudoscalar nonets, and 9. the mixing

2
angle of the Q's. The result of the x fit is reported in Table 17 (fit 1A)

together with the SLAC result (fit 2A) obtained from the partial widths of

Ref. 52. The conditions implied by each experimental coupling on g. and 9

are also shown in Fig. 15 for both ACNO and SLAC data when g_ is fixed from
a

the S-vave decay B -̂  uir to be 0.83 G«V. A relatively good agreement with

the mixing scheme and between the ACNO and SLAC data can be seen. In

particular, the values of g. and 9., independently determined, agree within

two standard deviations. We have then tested the independence of these

results from the particular choice of the phase-space factor by changing the

previous definition of <q.> integrating also the denominator of Equation 1

only over values of m physically allowed.
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2
The results of the X -fit to the couplings so obtained are shown in

Table 17 fits IB and 2B for both ACNO and SLAC data. A four standard deviation

disagreement in the value of 9- is now visible between the two determinations

and this is largely attributable to the ACNO experimentally observed small

C •• toK coupling which is incompatible with the decoupling of Q. from pK found

at SLAC. We note also that the branching ratio of Q. into uiK used by SLAC

was at the time poorly known due to use of data from different experiments

and it could not therefore be a strong constraint in the SLAC fit. Having

discussed the SIT(3) implications for the decay rates, we have also considered

its implications for the masses. We have used the GMO mass formula to test

whether the E can be a member of the same multiplet as the A., Q. and D.
X A

Combining the values of g. previously determined and the GMO mass formula

we find

T (E * K*K + K*K) >. (56 ± 12) MeV

this being an absolute lower limit independent of the mass of Q, and of the

mixing angle. The experimental E width in a contribution to this conference -

has been found to be less than 30 MeV. This would appear to imply that the

E cannot be a member of the same multiplet as the A., Q. and 0, in agreement

with the analysis of Ref. 54.

2. A Possible Narrow Width •? Resonance at a Mass of 2.58 GeV

A study was nade on the 1C reaction

K"p -> sVSJir0. (2)

The £~K ii? mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 16(a) after exclusion of

events in the 7 (1385) region with a cut at a mass (E"V*) of 1.46 GeV

(282 weighted events).
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A narrow enhancement is visible around 2.58 GeV. A fit with a B.W.

plus a polynomial background gives the following results:

M - (2S76 * 10) MeV, r - (37 ± 11) MeV,

number of events • 65 ± 12.

He have carefully verified that possible ambiguities with other

kinematical hypothesis give a structureless E°K K° mass distribution, and

so conclude that the enhancement is a real effect.

Since I-spin invariance requires an effect of equal magnitude in the

(2 K~K?) mass combination, we have studied also the reaction

K~p - SVKJTT0.

The (X K~K?) mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 16(b) (434 weighted events

after the 7 (1385 cut). The enhancement is not as clean in this channel,

but the increased total number of events relative to the previous channel

may indicate that the effect is masked by the reflections of resonances

more strongly produced in the Z channel than in the E~ channel.

A possible interpretation of this very narrow high mass Y has been

suggested by H. Hogaasen and P. Sorba in terms of their model of multiquark

states consisting of four quarks and an antiquark. The model predicts

in particular a (uds) - (ss) state of the A-type with a mass of about

2.58 6*7 as a member of the lightest flavor nonet with angular momentum

one, between the three quarks and the quark-antiquark systems and .P - 5/2 .

— 58

3. An Enhancement at the SK Threshold (1680 MeV)

The reactions analyzed which give positive evidence for the

enhancement are:
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S+K"K+ir" 1806 (3009) events 4C 3a

" 502 (588) events 4C 3b

^ir+ 254 (305) events 2C 4a

AR~KJIT+ 620 (738) events 4C 4b

The number of events observed in each reaction is given together with

(bracketed numbers) those obtained after correcting for scanning losses and

decays outside the fiducial volume. All reactions are highly constrained:

4C or 2C.

The Z K~ weighted mass distribution for Reaction (3a), after removal

of <t> events, is shown in Fig. 17(a). A narrow enhancement is visible at

threshold with a statistical significance of 8a above the background obtained

(broken line) from the shape of the Z K mass distribution.

Independent confirmation of this threshold effect with a statistical

significance of 4c is obtained from the £°K~ mass distribution of reaction

(4a), Fig. 18 (a).'

Fits to the mass distribution of Fig. 17(a) with an S-wave B.W. or a

complex scattering length plus the above described background gave, respec-

tively:

M - (1699 ± 5) MeV, T(44 ± 23) MeV,

|a| - (2.6 ± 0.5) fermi b - (0 ± 0.4) ferml

The large value of |a| Is suggestive, if a < 0, of an unstable bound

state. The smallnesa of b suggests that the partial widths into decay

modes above threshold should be small.

Some evidence for a possible AK coupling of the assumed resonance

comes from channels (3b) and (4b) and therefore we have performed a coupled

channel analysis separately for the negatively charged and neutral systems
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2K and AK. The results of the fits 3hown as the full lines in Fig. 17(b)

&nd 18(a), 18(b) suggest the presence of a resonance above the £K threshold

with the following parameters:

M - (1690 t 10) MeV, r - (23 t 7) MeV

RCCK)/R(AK) - 2.9 ± 1.

The closeness of the mass to the £K threshold favors qualitatively

a / 1 1/2" assignment for this state.

We have also looked for other passible decay modes of this suggested 2

but found ao evidence for it in the Sir or Sirir mass distributions from the

reactions K~p •*• H~ir K ir", s"ir ir K ir", sOir~K°ir , s"ir ir~K ir .

594. Production and Decay Properties of the D(1285) Meson

The production and decay properties of the D(1285) were studied

in the reaction K~p •> AD using the final states

K"p •*• Air"V*Tr"ir~ir0 24683 (24543) events

K~p •* Air*!:" +• neutrals 72162 (77600) events

K~p • AK*K?Tr+ 1122 (1326) events

K"p •* A2ir+27r" 17008 (18720) events

The branching r a t i o s 0 •+• KKir/D •*• ninr and D •* 4ir/D * nmr are found to

be 0.42 t 0.14 and 1.1 ± 0.7 respec t ive ly . The proportion of D •*• nir ir"

going through the intermediate 5 ir s t a t e s i s 0.72 ± 0 .15 . Forward and

backward exchange mechanism are found to contribute i n the r a t i o 3 : 2 .

5 . Part ia l Wave Analysis of (KTTTT) "-Systems in the Q-Region

A p a r t i a l wave analys i s and an i sosp in analys i s have been performed

for the (Kirir)"-systems produced in the react ions K~p •*• K~ir ir"p and K"p •*•

K°ir"ir°p. The dominant J Mo * 1 0+(K ir) wave i s found to have i t s

in the Q2(1.38 GeV) region and i s an almost pure 1 * 1 / 2 s t a t e .
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The 1 l+(Kp) wave has Its maxlimim at about 1.3 GeV. The relative phase

of the two 1 states is consistent with Q. and Q- contributions to the 1

state.

.6, An I • 1 Enhancement at a Mass of 155Q MeV in the (Air) and (Sip-Systems

Evidence for an I * 1, S » -1 enhancement studying the final states

was found.

AKJK+TT" 486 (569) events 4C

A K J K V " 597 (711) events 4C

E°KJK+IT" 210 (250) events 2C
+ 244 (293) events 2C

The mass and the width found for the new 7 are respectively

(1553 ± 7) MeV and (80 ± 30) MeV. The branching ratio Sir/(Sir + Air) has

been found to be (35 ± 12)2.
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V. Partial Wave Analyses for Baryon Systems

Contributions on the partial wave analyses for S » -1 baryons, S • 0

KI system and exotic baryons are reviewed by I. Butterworth (Imperial

College).

1. S • -1 Baryons

The Rutherford Laboratory-Imperial College (RL-IC) collaboration

continues its definitive study of S « -1 baryons in K p interactions.

The data are from a bubble chamber experiment at eleven energies between 1775

and 1957 MeV in the center of mass (E ). They have published on KN •*• KN,

KN •+ Air, KN -»• ZTS and now use the same film for SU(3) inelastic channels

K~p ->• A(1520), K~p •*• S(1385)ir and K~p • O . (More data for these and

two-body channels next year). Statistical quality is shown by Figs. 19a,

19b and 19c. The improved statistics show there to be less structure in the

cross sections than previously supposed. This represents the largest

single production sample of the three resonances and permits new parameter

determinations, (the best from a single experiment). Those for £(1385) and

A(1520) agree with particle data group (PDG) values but for K there is

a six standard deviation difference for M(K*°).

EXP PDG

M r • M r
K*~ 890.0 ± 0.3 45.8 ± 2.5 892.19 ± 0.51 49.4 ± 1.3

K*° 891.5 t 0.8 45.2 ± 2.0 896.12 ± 0.33 49.9 ± 1.1

This alters the e.m. mass difference to M_*o - M_*- • 1.5 ± 1.5 MeV making

it now consistent with the M < 1.9 MeV prediction of DeRujula et al.63
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Many checks are reported that there are ao systematic shifts present.

For resonant channels a program uses all four Independent variables of the

3-body state to simultaneously extract Legendre expansion coefficients of

differential cross sections and p • DCS for contributing 2-body channels.

Partial Wave Analysis uses this and published data, selecting in regions of

overlap the most recent high statistics results. The ranges covered are:

A (1520) S (1385) K*N

1710 < E* < 2170 MeV 1775 < E* < 2170 MeV 1830 < E* < 2170 MeV

The energy dependent analysis parallels that of the 2-body analysis in its

methods. The A(1520)ir amplitudes are given in Table V. ("Status" refers to

the previous RL-IC 2-body analysis.) The resultant couplings to the 0" +

[70,1~] have not to date been studied in higher symmetry schemes. Table VI

shows £(1385)ir amplitudes.

The following comments can be made:

a. The relative signs for 0^.(1330) and 0^.(1775) are as pre-

dicted from SU(3) using the accepted F/D ratio for the initial KN coupling

of two states of the S/2~ octet.

b. Five relative signs for states in the 5/2* octet, i.e.

DD05(1830), DD15(1775), the 5/2
+ octet FP05(1820), FF^O.906) and 7/2

+

decuplet, FF,-(2040) agree with those derived using SU(3) from corresponding

irA amplitudes reported for S • O N 's by SLAC-LBL. [The FF-. sign depends

critically on F/D for KN and agrees with the latest F/D value from the fit
66

of Samios et al. ]

c. Litchfield et al. using an approach based on the Melosh

transformation made a fit in SUW(6) which predicts the S(1385)ir couplings

of [70,l"] and [56,2 ] members. Table VI also shows the predictions.
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(1) f70.l"i Members

SQ1(1825), D13(1920), D^O.775) and S11(1775) (unseen

and predicted to be small) behave as expected. DQ5(1830) predicted to

decouple from KN Indicates the degree of SU(6)-- breaking that is around.

The non-observation of S..(1955) predicted to have

T - -.389, suggests it should not be in the [70,l"]. As in the 2-bodies

there is no support for a DQ,(1815) which, if there, is predicted to have

|T| * .2 in both S and D waves,

(ii) [56.2*1 Members

F05(1820), Fls(1906), F17(2040) all look good, (if the

amplitude is very small, a wrong sign is no worry). However P-_(1900) shows

violent disagreement in the F-wave suggesting it is not [56,2 ]. The obvious

assumption is [70,2 ], i.e., not supporting the "minimal assignment" of all

positive parity states to [56]'s.

(iii) The Extra FQ..(2100)

The observation confirms the sighting in the 2-body

channels where the Sir sign indicates it is in the [70,2 ]. It is also seen

in K*N (below).

Table VII shows K N amplitudes. The narrowness of the

K permits extraction of more amplitudes than in N •*• Np and makes them

useful for independent M, r determinations. The S..(2030) is new ([70,1~]»?).

All together this collaboration has reported to date 89 resonant amplitudes.

2. S - 0 Baryons

Rutherford Laboratory, with Cambridge and with Bristol report

ir~p •> AK differential cross section and polarization at 18 momenta between

931 and 2380 MeV/c using the non-magnetic V°-spectrometer shown In Fig. 20.
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Fig. 21 shows typical data. An energy dependent PWA to this data (with

or without previous data - it is claimed it makes no significant difference)

is reported. High waves are projected from K exchange, lower waves are

put as T B W + TB(, with T^, - q*
+1/2 q*+1/2 s 1 / 2 and a a complex fitted

parameter (i.e. rather simple backgrounds). The AK couplings of 8 N 's are

found. Comparison (Table VIZI) can again be made for [70,l"] and [56,2 ]

members with predictions by Litchfield etal. Agreement is good. P,=(1670),
— — — * 1J

supposedly decoupled, indicates the degree of breaking in the way D.-A(1830)

did (above).

Other couplings:

a. Three Stars in PPG

i. P^O.730) has fff1 - 10-20 MeV, showing it is not [70,2+]

which AK decouples, it could be [70,0+] - 2 or [56,0 I ;̂ on mass former

preferred.

ii. G1?(2300) has fir
1 • 16 MeV. If [70,3~J must be mainly

8 x / i since 8J'* decouples from AK.

b. Two Stars in PPG

i. A D ^ state at 1900 MeV with I" « 50 MeV and <'xxT - 0.04

i3 seen (phase-90° with respect to s--(1690)). The best irN PWA, by

Pietarinen, puts the parameters at M • 2170 MeV, F - 280 MeV. There are

plenty of slots in the N • 3 band, e.g. if higher mass is correct it can

be a radial excitation of 0^(1670).

ii. A D 1 3 state at M - 2000 MeV, r - 30 MeV with </TOT • 0.04

phase 160° with respect to 3^(1690) is seen). The economical assumption

is that it is a radial excitation of the [70,1*] D13(152S) (cannot be [70,3"]

since that decouples from AK). It would have been happier if one finds a

parameterization that has resonant phases purely imaginary.
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Th* group also reported ir~p •*• Z°K° differential cross section and polarization

at the same momenta but no PWA is as yet available.

3. S ^ tl. I » 1 Baryons. i.e. Z.

72 +

Arndt, Roper and Steinberg report a new PWA of K p up to 2 GeV/c

momentum using world data including polarization at four momenta (650 < p <

939 MeV/c) and at one momentum (1700 MeV/c) not in the '75 HERA compilation.

It Is a K-matrlx analysis with all inelasticity lumped in a single channel

taken as K& for all waves except s-- where Ki has to be 0-wave, here it is

taken as E N , There are still significant data inconsistencies in polariza-

tion and reaction cross sections. They basically have two solutions which

are close variants (Figs. 22, 23) and near-identical for M < 1970 He?.

Table IX shows pole positions found. L and H refer to the two

solutions. Sufi'ix r implies that data have been renoxmalized to improve

consistency. The P., pole looms stable and good so the P.. Z. is supported.

Other poles though perhaps suggestive are far from the real axis or at the

end of the energy range and their interpretation as resonances would be

premature.

4. S • +1. I • 0 Baryon, i.e. ZQ

Let us recall the Z. history. Giacomelli et al/^ did a PWA of

K n elastic and charge exchange scatterings in the region of the 1800

enhancement. They had three solutions. The closely related C and D solu-

tions had ?Q. resonant; solution A was non-resonant. The Martin analysis

gave a solution close to C and 0.

One can use K?p •*• K°p for which

T - 1/4[Zo + Z1 - 2YX]

to check the S • +1 amplitudes since S » »1 amplitudes are well studied.
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When this was done by Alexander et al. they favored solution A

on the basis of cross sections. The larger statistics BEGPR experiment

favored solutions C and 0 primarily on the strength of angular distribution

(A, is dominated by P Q K D7r because of the strong D,.(1765)).

At the Conference Birmingham-Paris VI collaboration reported a

bubble chamber experiment with K? from ff~p at 7 different incident momenta

on a hydrogen target 8.5 m upstream of the chamber. Data is divided into

9 K? momentum slots (1605 < E < 1910). Flux normalization via K°p -*• Air

is to the Rutherford Laboratory-Imperial College study of K~p •*• Aff° and

the AIT angular distribution is checked against that experiment and seems

reasonable (e.g. Fig. 24).

So far no FWA has been carried out but the various solutions are

projected onto the data clearly confirming the BEGPR. rejection of solution

A. The resonant solutions look plausible (Fig. 25). Hence the existence of

Z Q , P O 1 ( 1 7 8 0 ) , is favored.

73A short contribution on a high precision measurement of the momentum

dependence of backward K~p elastic scattering from 476 to 1077 MeV/c incident

momentum was made by M. Alston-Gamjost (LBL). The experiment was performed

at the Brookhaven National Laboratory Alternating Gradient Synchrotron. With

the came apparatus they have also measured the 0° production of pion in

the reaction K~p •* 2~ir . Figures 26 and 27 show preliminary results for

both reactions together with the predictions of two recent phase shift

79analyses. In both reactions the results agree well with the predictions.

We find no evidence for the narrow structures between 500 and 600 MeV/c

reported by Carroll et al.
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VI. Oibaryon States

A. Yokosawa (ANL) gave the following summary on pp resonances,
8$

Ap and AA resonances.
85A striking energy dependence has been observed in the difference

between the p-p total cross sections for parallel and antiparallel longi-

tudinal spin states, AaL - c
Tot(fc)-«rTotefc)» as shown in Fig. 28. The

structure appears around p. . • 1.5 GeV/c where &o. - -16.7 mb and is seen

in a " t $ ) rather than a o t £ ) . The experiments were performed at Argonne

National Laboratory using a standard transmission technique.

From the dispersion analysis of a forward p-p scattering amplitude

86

using the data on &c-, Grein and Kroll have shown that the Argand plot

of the amplitude has a clear resonance-like behavior around proton-incident

momentum of 1.5 GeV/c as shown in Fig. 29. At the same energy range, the

p-p polarization at fixed -t also shows a remarkable energy dependence. .

In addition, a prominent energy dependence has been observed in C-L> the

spin correlation parameter for elastic pp scattering with beam and target

both longitudinally polarized (Fig 30). The possibility of a resonance is

further pursued by studying Legendre expansion coefficients of p~p
87

differential cross section and polarization data. Tho analysis showed

a partial wave, F, consistent with having a resonant behavior. Based on

a phase-shift analysis, Hoshlzaki also showed that F. seems to resonate.

This resonant state would have the quantum number -T - 3~, mass ^ 2260 MeV,

width ~ 200 MeV, and elasticity 20-30%.
85 38 1—

Experimental d a t a ' also show a partial wave, "T),' consistent with
82 89

having a resonant behavior. ' 7
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In AffT (a
Tot(++) - aTot(++)) data88 a peak near 2.0 GeV/c is observed

dearly. By analyzing these together with other data the peak is considered

to be a resonance candidate.

83
A dibaryon resonance observed in yd ->• np was discussed in the section

AA.

A summary of diproton resonances is given in Table X.

Recent results of research on the Ap, AA, etc. effective mass spectra

in ir~ carbon at 4 GeV/c and neutron carbon at 7 GeV/c reveal the following

resonances.

Ap resonance: mass, 2.256 GeV and r - 15 MeV

AA resonance: mass, 2.336 - 2.365 GeV, F < 50 MeV.

These dibaryon states discussed here open a new era in the baryon-

baryon system and also is crucially important for further development of

90the quark models that require six quarks in a bag.
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VII. Comparison of Recent Analyses of Low Energy Pion-Proton Scattering

Data

Results from two recent analyses which make extensive use of analyticity

properties have been submitted to this conference (Karlsruhe-Helsinki and

CMD-LBL). »' However, the forms of the analyticity constraints used by

these groups are substantially different, as are the treatment of the

experimental data and the methods used to identify resonances and determine

their parameters. The KH analysis reports resonances with masses up to

3 GeV, while the CB analysis is at present limited to CM energies below

2.2 GeV. R. Cutkosky (CM) presented the summary of the main points of

agreement and disagreement in the two analyses that were identified in

his discussion with 6. Hbhler.

Both KH and CB report a clear resonant structure in the F17 partial

wave near 2 GeV, which could be attributed to the (70,2 ) multiplet of

(SUg 3 0-).. Also, their S31 amplitudes below 2 GeV are similar, and both

identify a second resonance (1850 - 1910 MeV) as a component of (56,l").

They also agree on the properties of the previously known 4 resonances,

and in she G and H waves where 73. find masses in the range 2.2-2.5 GeV, the

CB amplitudes are consistent with the low-energy sides of these resonances.

In several partial waves the amplitudes (Argand plots) are similar,

but CB present two alternative interpretations of the energy dependence:

there is a better fit if the "traditional" single resonance is interpreted

as having a satellite. In decreasing order of significance for the two-

resonance interpretation, the following assignments can be made:

F15 (56,2+) and (70,2+)

G17 both in (70,3")
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P31 (56,2+) and (70,0+)

P13 (56,2+) and (70,0+)

F17 (70,2+) and (56,4+)

KH also have a second F15 resonance, but at a somewhat higher energy

than CB.

There are substantial differences in the following three partial

waves: D35 - both have a resonance near 1930 MeV, assigned to (56,1~),

but disagree on its elasticity; D13 (above 1700 MeV) - the parameters

of the second resonance are different, and CB report a third at 1330, (56,1 );

P33 (near 1600-1700 MeV) - the parameters of the second resonance are

different (there is again agreement around 1900-2000 MeV, where there is

a third resonance).

There are somewhat smaller differences in the remaining amplitudes:

CB report a second D33 resonance near 2000 MeV (56,1~); KH report a third

Sll resonance at 1880 MeV (56,l") and a third Pil resonance at 2050 MeV

(70,2+).

Both groups note that their Sll and Pll amplitudes are still somewhat

erratic, and are highly correlated. There are gaps in the high precision

elastic scattering data in the medium energy region P.. < 1 GeV/c, which

causes some uncertainty in this region. Furthermore, both groups find it

hard to fit some of the recent CEX data. It is hoped that these experi-

mental problems can be resolved in the near future.
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VIII. Radiative Width of p •* IT p and A, •*• ir p
93Preliminary results from a FNAL-Minnesota-Rochester experiment, which

measures diffractive dissociation of irf3, K's and p in the nuclear and

Coulomb field of light and heavy nuclei was reported by F. Lobkowicz

(Rochester University). The apparatus is able to detect charged particles,

K°, A and photons from ir° decay. It uses a drift chamber-magnet spectrometer
9

for measuring the momenta of charged particles and a segmented liquid-argon

shower detector of 25 rl to measure the ir° momenta. Data were taken with

negative and positive beams at 150 and 250 GeV/c; the present report uses

only a fraction of the 150 GeV/c rr" data.

The transition probability of meson "a" into meson "b" in the nuclear Coulomb

field is directly proportional to the radiative width r(b •»• a + Y ) , as has

been first calculated by Prinakoff. The differential cross section da/dt
2

is proportional to (t - t . )/t , and thus has a sharp peak at very small

t-values. For the reaction ir~ + z-»-p~ + z the competing coherent nuclear

process is u-exchange. At low energies, where a previous measurement by
94Gobbi et al. was done, the u-exchange, which falls off like 1/s, is

only a small effect. Its much broader t-dependence further reduces its

contribution at small t.

The data show that most events with one charged particle and two

photons are ir'ir0 events (Fig. 31a). After performing a IT0 mass cut, the

energy distribution of the ir~V° events is shown in Fig. 31b for lead and

for carbon. While there is a substantial inelastic contribution in light

nuclei, the elastic peak is clean in copper and lead. We base our further

analysis on data with only these two targets.
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The ir~ir° mass distribution shows a p-peak with very little background

(Fig. 32). The differential cross section, shown in Fig. 33 for copper and

lead, shows a strong peak at small t as expected from the Primakoff effect.

The dashed curves are a prediction for the shape of the measured cross

section, including the smearing in t of our apparatus. Also shown is the

expected u-exchange contribution for copper.

Integrating the differential cross section out to various values of t,

and making various assumptions on the u-exchange interference, we obtain a

radiative width r(p" •*• ir~p) of 42-34 keV for copper and 47-52 keV for lead.

Adding a systematic normalization uncertainty, we quote an overall value

of 49 ± 10 keV. Further analysis of all of the data taken so far should

provide a value with 10% accuracy.

94We thus confirm an earlier result by Gobbi at al., which is low

compared to all theoretical estimates which use SU3 and vector-meson

dominance to relate the radiative widths of the old mesons to each other.

We have also searched for the reaction TT~ + a -»• AT + z. We find a may-twinn

of 3 event3. If one assumes that all these events are due to the Frimekoff

effect, one obtains a radiative width I"(A~ •* ir~p) ̂  60 keV. Alternatively,

one can convert our measurement into an upper limit T(A. •*• ir~p) < ISO keV

at the 902 confidence .imit. Just as for the p -*• irp decay, this result is

significantly lower than any theoretical estimate which relies on Vector meson

dominance and SU3.
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Flgure Captions:

Fig. 1 The pp total cross section as a function of the CM energy /s*

measured in the experiment of Ref. 4.

ir p + pir (pp) measured by the Toronto-York-Purdue Collaboration;

Fig. 2 Invariant mass distributions for (pp) system in the reaction

• pir (pp) measured by the Toronto

a. all pp pairs (two per event).

— 2
b. all pp pairs with -t' ,- . < 1.2 (GeV/c) , where

~»KeVfc' - * " w
c. (b) plus ( P F P ) f o r w a r d and (P sN

+) b a c f c w a r d.

d. (c) plus (p-ir"1") not in a A***1* [M(pir+ > 1.4 GeV)].

(Phase space) * (cubic background + Gaussian resonance) fit

superimposed on (c).

Fig. 3 Peaks observed in the mass spectra of (Y p) and (AA ), which

are taken from Ref. 13.

Fig. 4 Results of the energy independent amplitude analysis for |t| <

0.2 (GeV/c) for the reaction ir"p •*• nK°K° at 6.0 and 7.0 GeV/c
s s

(Ref. 17).

Fig. 5 (a) The D-wave phase as determined by the fit of the <Y?>;

(b) The two solutions for the S-wave phase derived from the

relative phase <j>_ using D-wave plane. The solid line represents

the fit to the data of a Breit-Wigner phase (Ref. 17).

Fig. 6 S and P intensities for TT'P •»• K~K+n for |t| < 0.08 (GeV/c)

from Ref. 18.

Fig. 7 The S-wave intensity as a function of the K°K° effective mass

for 0.2 <. |t| < 0.5 (GeV/c) from an amplitude analysis of the

data of Ref. 17 combined with those of W. Wetzel et al.. Nud.

Phys. B115, 208 (1976).
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Fig. 8 Intensity of the S-wave from ir ir~ amplitude analysis (Raf. 24)

in microbarns (without division by the bin size). Full circles

show the unique or preferred solution - open circles show possible

other solution.

Fig. 9 The magnitude of the S-wave amplitude as a function of m ^ for

solution 6 of the amplitude analysis of Ref. 25.
++•Fig. 10 The missing-mass (recoiling from the A ) distribution in the

reaction ir p •* d ir tr at 8 GeV/c, Ref. 28.

Fig. lla The vim mass spectrum from Ref. 29 showing strong 0 production.

Fig. lib Contributions of various partial waves as a function of tnrn mass

(Ref. 29).

Fig. 12 The (KKJT)0 mass spectrum from Ref. 32 showing clear D and E

production.

Fig. 13 The KK mass spectrum from Ref. 33 showing a clear discrepancy

with the theoretical prediction (solid line).

Fig. 14 Part of the K K~ mass spectrum from Ref. 37 showing the newly

observed stats at 2.216 GeV.

Fig. 15 s, vs 9. plots using the phase-space of Ref. 5 for vector-

pseudoscalar decays of:

(a) ACNO C and ^.

(b) SLAC QL and Q2<

The bands correspond to plus minus one standard deviation.
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Fig. 16 (a) The (Z KTKT) mass distribution in the reaction K p + S I

at 4.2 GeV/c. Events in the 7.(1385) mas3 region have been

excluded.

The curve is the result of a fit to the histogram with an

incoherent superposition of a relativistic Breit-Wigner function

and a second order polynomial.

(b) The (Z+K~K?) mass distribution in the reaction K~p -»• Z K~K.oir0

at 4.2 GeV/c after eliminating events in the 7 (1385) mass region.

Fig. 17 (a) The 2+K~ mass spectrum for the reaction K~p -*• Z K~K IT" after

elimination of ^-events with a cut at an effective (K K") mass

of 1.03 GeV. The origin of the curves is indicated,

(b) The AK° mass spectrum for the reaction K~p •*• AK?K ir~ after

elimination of events with 0.86 < H(K°TT ) < 0.92 GeV. The

curve is the result of the coupled channel analysis described

in the text.

Fig. 18 (a) The Z°iC' mass spectrum for the reaction K~p •»• 20K~K?ir+

when the (Z°K~) system is produced in the forward hemisphere.

The curve is the result of the coupled channel analysis

described in the text.

(b) As above for the AK° system from the reaction K~p •* AK"K°IT .

Fig. 19 Channel cross sections from Rutherford Lab-Imperial College

results (Ref. 62) (solid points).

Fig. 20 Apparatus used to study ir~p -» A°K° (Refs. 68, 69 and 70).

Fig. 21 Sample data for ir'p •*• K°A° from Ref. 70.

Fig. 22 S » +1, I • 1 amplitudes (Solution L) from Ref. 72.

Fig. 23 S • +1, I - 1 amplitudes (Solution H) from Ref. 72.
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Fig. 24 Legeadre Expansion Coefficients for K°p •+• Air (Solid line from

Rutherford Lab-Imperial College K~p •*- Air° analysis).

Fig. 25 Sample angular distribution for K?p •*• K°p compared with various

I • 0 PWA solutions.

Fig. 26 Differential cross section for K~p -*• K~p at 180° (Ref. 78).

Fig. 27 Differential cross section for K~p -»• I~ir+ at 0° (Ref. 78).

Fig. 28 Total cross section difference ba. - ffTotO - cTot(£).

Fig. 29 Argand plot of the [^(0) - 4>3(O)].

Fig. 30 C.T - (L,L;0,0) at 9 m - 90°.
UL cm.

Fig. 31 (a) Tf mass distribution from Ref. 93 for all events with one

charged particle and two photons from lead target, (b) and (c)

show the energy distribution of all T"IT° events from carbon and

from lead targets respectively.

Fig. 32 The mass distribution of all "elastically" produced ir~ir0 events

from Ref. 93.

Fig. 33 The coherent differential cross section doVdt' for p production

off copper and lead targets (Ref. 93).
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8.

9.

10,

11.

12.

13.

14.

Reaction
final state

A° f

A°8
H*(152O)p°

N*(1688)p°

N*(l688)f

(pn+n")DDn-

(At*'n")Dnn"

Cross s«
(ub)

33

29

54
65

47
81

110

1

±

±

±

±

±

±

6

6

8

9

7

10

12

TABLE III

Partial cross sections for channels obtained from a prism plot analysis of
•~p -»• *+w-«-p at 13 GeV/c (Ref. 43).



TABLE IV

1A

2A

IB

2B

C

X

-

X

-

Qi

-

X

X

Input

Qz A|

- X

X -

_ x

X -

X

-

X

X

B t5.
(GeV)

1.2

1.4

1.04

1.21

±

±

i

t

0.1

0.06

0.10

0.05

-0.

-0.

-0.

-0.

(CeV)

83 ±

80 ±

82 ±

82 ±

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.03

0

27°

45°

16°

48°

t

1

±

t

ad

2°

8°

2°

Xa/MI)F

22/2

25/3

26/2

17/3

Predic

(GeV"

0.330

0.250

tiona 1

(GeV)

0.134

0.135

output)

r«h ->
r(Q2 ->

.07

0.29

PK)

X - prusent,

- = absent.



TABLE V

The A(1520)* Amplitudes

Resonance

S1(177O)

S1(19S5)

D3U67O)

D3(192O)

D5(1775)

!?7(2O4O)

Status'1'

Probable

Probable

Established

Possible

Established

Establlshe

lastlclty+

M

O.15
± .O3
O.44
t ,O5

. 0.O8
± .O3

<O.O4

0.41
± .03

0.24
± .02

Outgoing
wave

P

p

p

F

P

P

D

G

nA(1520) Amplitude

+O.O33
±.O22

-O.O85
1.O22

+O.O85
±.O15

<O.O3

<O.O3

O.O65
±.022

O.316
±.011

O.O38
±.O15

-0.119
±.O11

-O.153
±.011

nA(1520) Branching
Fraction

O.OO7
1O.005

0.016
±.005

O.O9O
±.037

>O.1O6

0.244
±O.O2O

O.O04
±0.002

O.O59
±.007

O.O98
±.O11



TABLE VI
£(1385))i AwpUtudes

Resonance

SOI(1825)

P03O900)

Dl3(1920)

D0S(IS30)

DI5(I775)

FO5(I82O)

FO5(2IOO)

F15(1906)
Width 135 MeV

Fl7(2040)

Scatus

Possible

Established

'Possible

Established

Established

Established

Possible

Established

Established

Elasticity*
U>

0.37
4 .05

0.18
1 .02

<0.04

0.04
i .03

0.41
t .03

0.57
t .02

0.07
± .03

0.05
t .03

0.24
1 .02

Outgoing
Wave

D

P
P

S

D

D

C

D

G

P

F

P

F

P
F

F

II

Cit(l3B5)

-0.056
± .028

<0.030
+0.126
± ,055

-0.066
± .025

-0.141
t .014

• <0.030

+0.184
1 .011
<0.030

+0.167
t .054
-0.065
± .029

-0.071
t .025
<0.03

<0.0l
-0.039
t .009

-0.153
t .026

Predictions^6) of

SU(6)U x 0(3) fits

-0.128

•0.05
-0.100

-0.177

•0.018

0.

0.

•O.I IS

•0.215

-0.091

-

-0.035
•0.021

-0.127

Branching Fraction
into *E(I385)

x 0.008

0.088 1

>0.109

0.497

0.083

0.049

0.007

0.072

0.030

0.096



TABLE VII
O Amplitudes

*"

•t

Wave
(LI2J)

SO!

sot

Sll

F01

PI1

P03 .

013

F05

F17

C07

Resonance
in

K

(1825)
*

2030 ± 30

(1955)

(1853)

1870 ± 10

(1900)

(1920)

2125 ± 25

•

(2040)

(2110)

parameters
MeV

r

(230)

125 i 25

(!70)

00 ± 20

•

60 i 10

(72)

170 + 25

160 i 30

(190)

(250)

(a)
Elasticity

0.37 i .05

-

0.44 * .05

0.21 ± .04

0>)
0.30 i .05

*

0.18 i .02

-

0.07 ± .03

•

0.24 4 .02

0.30 i .03

Outgoing
Wave

a-s')
SI

D3

SI

03

SI

D3

PI

P3

PI

P3
PI

P3

?3
S3

01

03

P3

Fl

F3
F l •

F3

H3
03

G!

G3

CK*(890)M

+0.17 ± .03

-0.13 ± .04

+0.12 ± .03

+0.09 i .03

-0.10 ± .02

-0.07 i ,03

+0.14 t .03

+0.35 ± .06

+0.05 ± .03

+0.11 t .03

•0.07 i .03

SO.03 "

" *0.03

-0.09 = .02

^0.03

$0.03

£0.03

+0.17 i .04

$0.03

-0.06 i .03

+0.04 + .03

$0.03

+0.21 £ .04

+0.04 t .03

$0.03

Branching
Fraction
•Co K*K

0.078

0.046

-

0.023

0.0N

0.093

0.583

0.003

0.040

0.027

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.413

-

0.015 '

0.007

-

0.147

0.005

-



TABLE VIII

Clear SO(6) assignments

(70, l"]

State Coupling expressed as: e x p SU(6) prediction

/•a7" -0.25 -0.15
S,1(1690)

Du(1700) '« -°* 0 4 - ° - 0 U

-3 -2.2

0̂ (1670) ^ W^'O* °

* 0

[56,

-0.09 -0.076

-30 -17

* Resonantp>a3Bbest fitted ac 90* w.r.t. S_(1690) hence sign aabisuous.



^^weaWRseSrvWi..'1^ .'J "£•$*

TABLE IS

/. Bcsonaac* pole positlona.for our solucioa*.
: * • '

Scat*

P3

°5
F5

F7
G7

G9

•Solution*: X.

"1745-290.41
• • / • . •

1795-115.01

1761-217.31

2046-380.31

.-,.1863-386.51 .

.,1 1680-SlO.Ol

: 2201-161.81

1752-300.01

1797-U6.61

1780-240.71

• 2004-346.31

1351-362.21

• 1680-310.11
: 2205-162.31

H

1747-302.51

1797-109.71

178Or236.71

2016-352.31

2427-309.21

1680-310.01

2127-139.61

S
r

1750-305.41

1799-114.81

1807-247.91

1954-297^1

2192-206.11

1680-310.11

2022-110.91

• £•

t..*



TABLE X

DIPROTOK RESONANCES

Nana

Mass
(6«V)

Widcb
(MftV)

Elasticity

NN stata

Remarks

B2(2.14)

2.14-2.17

50-100

0.1

B2(2.22)

2.20-2.26

100-150

* 0.2

B2(2.43)

2.43-2.50

L50

Axadt

Hoshizaki
Ao^, etc.

Hldaka
at al.

Hoshizaki
AaL,etc.

A°T' CLL'
etc.
Hoshizaki

B2(2,38)

2.38

0

np


